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Construction of Optimal Linear Codes Using Flats and Spreads in 
a Finite Projective Geometry 
NosoRu HAMADA AND FuMIKAZU TAMARI 
In this paper, we shall consider a problem of constructing an optimal linear code whose code 
length n is minimum among(*, k, d; s)-codes for given integers k, d and s. In [5], we showed 
that this problem is equivalent to Problem B of a linear programming which has some geometrical 
structure and gave a geometrical method of constructing a solution of Problem B using a set of 
flats in a finite projective geometry and obtained a necessary and sufficient conditions for integers 
k, d and s that there exists such a geometrical solution of Problem B for given integers k, d and 
s. But there was no space to give the proof of the main theorem 4.2 in [5]. The purpose of this 
paper is to give the proof of [5, Theorem 4.2], i.e. to give a systematic method of constructing 
a solution of Problem B using flats and spreads in a finite projective geometry. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let V(n; s) be an n-dimensional vector space over a Galois field GF(s) of order s 
where n is a positive integer and s is a prime or prime power. A k-dimensional subspace 
C of V(n; s) is said to be an (n, k, d; s )-code (or an s-ary linear code with code length 
n, the number of information symbols k and the minimum distance d) if the minimum 
distance of the code C is equal to d (cf. [1, 2, 6]). In this paper, we shall consider the 
following problem. 
PROBLEM A. Find a linear code C (called an optimal linear code) whose code length 
n is minimum among ( *• k, d; s )-codes for given integers k, d and s. 
In [5], we showed that Problem A is equivalent to Problem B of a linear programming 
which has some geometrical structure and gave a geometrical method of constructing a 
solution of Problem B using a set of flats in a finite projective geometry and obtained 
a necessary and sufficient condition (cf. [5, Theorems 4.1 and 4.2]) for integers k, d 
and s that there exists such a geometrical solution of Problem B for given integers 
k, d and s. But there was no space to give the proof of the main theorem 4.2 in [5]. 
The purpose of this paper is to give the proof of [5, Theorem 4.2], i.e. to give a 
systematic method of constructing a solution of Problem B using flats and spreads in 
a finite projective geometry. Using these results, we can obtain solutions of Problems 
A and B for many integers k, d and s even if d is not so large. 
In the following, let k and d be any given integers such that k ;;;;. 3 and d ;;;;. 1 and let 
s be any given prime or prime power and let us denote by 80 + (Jts + · · · + (Jk_ 2s k-2 and 
(Jk_ 1 the remainder and the quotient of d -1, respectively, when it is divided by sk-\ i.e. 
d = 1 + fJo + fJ1s + fJ2s 2 + · · · + fJk-2sk-2 + (Jk-1sk-\ (1.1) 
where 8;s are integers such that 8k- 1 ;;;;. 0 and 0 :os; 8; :os; s -1 for i = 0, 1, ... , k- 2. 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Let k, d and s be given integers and let e; = (s -1)- 8; for i = 0, 1, ... , k- 2 and let 
D = {JL: e,.. ,e 0, 0 :os; JL :os; k -2} where fJ;s are integers given by (1.1). Let @ be a set of e 0 
0-flats, e 1 1-flats, ... , Ek-3 (k- 3)-flats and Ek-2 (k- 2)-flats in a finite projective geometry 
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PG(k -1, s), i.e. let 
@1 ={V~~-'l: i = 1, 2, ... , e~-', 1L ED}, (2.1) 
where V~~-'l (i = 1, 2, ... , e~-') denote (not necessarily distinct) elL ~A--flats in PG(k -1, s) 
for each integer IL in D (cf. Appendix I). In the special case (eo, e1o ... , ek-2) = 
(0, 0, ... , 0), @1 is the empty set 0. Let T/i(@J) (j = 1, 2, ... , vk) be the number of flats 
V~~-'l (1,;;; i,;;; elL, IL ED) in @1 which contain the jth point in PG(k -1, s) where vk = 
(sk -1)/(s -1). Let us denote by fli(e 0 , e1o ... , ek-2; k, s ), a family of all sets @1 which 
consist of e 0 0-flats, e1 1-flats, ... , Ek-3 (k -3)-flats and ek-2 (k -2)-flats inPG(k -1, s). 
In [5], we showed that Problem A is equivalent to the following Problem B (cf. [5, 
Theorem 2.1]) and gave a geometrical method of constructing a solution of Problem B 
using a set of flats in PG(k -1, s) (cf. [5, Theorem 3.1]). 
PROBLEM B. Find a vector xT = (x1o x 2, ... , xvk) of non-negative integers xi (j = 




(i == 1, 2, ... , Vk) (2.2) 
for given integers k, d and s where n;i = 1 or 0 according to whether or not the jth point 
in PG(k -1, s) is contained in the ith hyperplane in PG(k -1, s). 
THEOREM 2.1. If there exists a set @1 in fli(e 0 , e 1o ... , ek-2; k, s) such that max{T/i(@J)-
1: 1,;;; j,;;; vk},;;; lh-1 for given integers k, d and s, the vector x whose jth component xi 
(1 :!Sj,;;; vk) is given by 
(2.3) 
is a solution of Problem B for given integers k, d and s where e; == (s -1)- fJ; for i == 
0, 1, ... , k- 2 and fJ;s are integers given by (1.1). 
From the actual point of view, it is desirable to obtain a solution of Problem A (i.e. 
Problem B) for comparatively small integers k, d and s. Since d can be expressed as 
(1.1) and (Jk-l ~ 0, it is necessary that (Jk-l is a small integer in order that d is a small 
integer. Hence it is necessary to obtain a set @1 in fli(eo, e1o ... , ek -2; k, s) such that 
max{T/i(@J)-1: l=s;;j=s;;vd is minimum for given integers k, sand ei (j ==0, 1, ... , k -2), 
that is, it is necessary to obtain a necessary and sufficient condition for integers k, s and 
ei (j = 0, 1, ... , k- 2) that there exists a set @1 in fli(e 0 , e1o ... , ek-2; k, s) such that 
(2.4) 
for a given non-negative integer t. 
Let E(k, s) be a set of ordered sets (e1o e2, ••• , Ek-2) of integers e; (i = 1, 2, ... , k- 2) 
such that 0,;;; e;,;;; s -1 and let Er(k, s) (t = 0, 1, 2, ... ) be a set of ordered sets 
(eh e2, ... , ek-2) in E(k, s) such that either (a) L~,:; e; :!St+l or (b) L~,:; e; ~t+2 and 
P1+P2+· .. +Pr+2=!S(t+l)k-(t+2) for the first t+2 integers P1>f32,····Pr+2 (cf. 
Sections 3 and 4) in the following series: 
e1 
~ (2.5) 
k-2,k-2, ... ,k-2; k-3,k-3, ... ,k-3; 
... ' 1, 1, ... ' 1. 
The purpose of this paper is to give the proof of the following Theorem 2.3. 
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THEOREM 2.2. A necessary condition for ei (j = 0, 1, ... , k -2) that there exists a set 
00 in 8F(e 0 , Et. ... , Ek-2; k, s) which satisfies condition (2.4) for given integers k, sand t 
is that 0 ~eo~ s -1 and (et. e2, ... , Ek-2) E E 1(k, s). 
THEOREM 2.3. Let k, sand ei (j = 0, 1, ... , k- 2) be any integers such that k;;;:. 3 and 
O~ei ~s -1. If O~eo~s -1 and (et. e2, ... , Ek-2)EEr(k, s) fort= 0 or 1, there exists a 
set f1iJ in 8/i(eo, Et. ... , Ek-2; k, s) which satisfies condition (2.4). (Cf. [5, Theorem 4.2].) 
REMARK 2.1. It follows from [5, Corollary 3.2] that Theorem 2.3 holds for the case 
k = 3. Hence it is sufficient to show that Theorem 2.3 holds fork ;;:.:4, 
REMARK 2.2. It follows from [5, Lemma 4.1] that in order to show that Theorem 
2.3 holds, it is sufficient to show that if (et. e2, ... , Ek-2) EE1(k, s) for t = 0 or 1, there 
exists a set Kin 8/i(O, Et. ... , Ek-2; k, s) such that 
(2.6) 
In the special case (et. e2, ... , Ek-2) = (0, 0, ... , 0), K = 0 and Tli(K) = 0 for j = 
1, 2, ... , Vk, i.e. max{Tii(K): 1 ~j ~ Vk} = 0. 
REMARK 2.3. In the case L~,:-; e; ~ t + 1, any set Kin 8/i(O, Et. ... , Ek-2; k, s) satisfies 
condition (2.6). In the case L~,:-f e;;;;:. t + 2, a set K in 8/i(O, Et. ... , Ek-2; k, s) satisfies 
condition (2.6) if and only if n::-;_ U; = 0 for any t + 2 flats U; (i = 1, 2, ... , t + 2) inK. 
REMARK 2.4. Let K be a set in 8/i(O, Et. ... , Ek-2; k, s) and let K* be a set in 
8/i(O, d, ... , et-2; k, s) such that K* c.}( where O~d ~e; fori= 1, 2, ... , k -2. Then 
Tli(K*) ~ Tli(K) for j = 1, 2, ... , vk. 
3. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 2.3 FOR THE CASE t = 0 
In order to show that Theorem 2.3 holds for the case t = 0, we shall give another 
characterization of the set E 0 (k, s) where k ;;;:. 4. Since E 0 (k, s) is a set of ordered sets 
(et. e2, ... , Ek-2) in E(k, s) such that either (a) L~,:-; e; ~ 1 or (b) L~,:-; e;;;;:. 2 and ~ 1 + /32 ~ 
k -2 for the first two integers {31 and /3 2 in the series (2.5), it follows that L~,:-..,+ 1 e; = 0 
or 1 if (et.e2, ... ,ek_2)EE0(k,s) where w=[(k-2)/2] and [x] denotes the greatest 
integer not exceeding x. 
LetEoo(k, s) be a set of ordered sets (et. e2, ... , Ek-2) inE(k, s) such thatL~,:-~+ 1 e; =0 
and O~et.e2, ... ,e..,~s-1 (i.e. /32~/31~w). Let E 01(k,s) be a set of ordered sets 
(et. e2, ... , Ek-2) in E(k, s) such that L~,:-~+ 1 e; = 1 (i.e. e, = 1 for some integer r such 
that w + 1 ~ r ~ k- 2), 0 ~ Et. e2, ... , Ek-r-2 ~ s -1 and ei = 0 for any integer j such that 
k-r-1~j~w (i.e. /31=r and /32~k-r-2). Then E 00(k,s)nE01(k,s)=0 and we 
have the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.1. An ordered set (et. e2, ... , Ek-2) in E(k, s) belongs to E 0 (k, s) if and 
only if it belongs to either E 00(k, s) or E 01 (k, s ). 
LEMMA 3.2. For any ordered set (et. e2, ... , Ek-2) in E 00(k, s), there exists a set Kin 
8/i(O, Et. ... , Ek-2; k, s) such that max{Tii(K): 1 ~j ~ vd = 1 unless (et. e2, ... , Ek-2) = 
(0, 0, ... , 0) where k ;;:.:4. 
PROOF 
(I) In the case k=2m+2 (m;;:.J.), it follows that w=[(k-2)/2]=m and 
(et.E2, ... ,Ek-2)EEoo(k,s) if and only if O~et.E2, ... ,em~s-1 and Em+1=em+2= 
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· · · = ek-2 = 0. Hence it is sufficient to show that Lemma 3.2 holds for the case e1 = e2 = 
... =em = s -1 and em+1 = em+2 = ... = e2m = 0 (cf. Remark 2.4 ). 
From Theorem 1.1 in Appendix I, it follows ·that there exists an m-spread in PG(2m + 
1,s). Let {W;:i=1,2, ... ,sm+1+1} be an m-spread in PG(2m+1,s) and let V},.> 
(1 :=;; j :=;; s -1, 1 :=;; IL :=;; m) be any JL-flat in W(,.-1Hs-1)+i and let 
K={V},.>:j=1,2, ... ,s-1,JL=1,2, ... ,m}. (3.1) 
Then.Kisadesiredsetsince IKI = m(s -1) :=;;sm+1 + 1 for any integer m;?; 1 and u1 n u2 = 
0 for any two flats U1 and U2 inK. Note that W; n Wi = 0 for any integers i and j 
such that 1 :=;; i <j :=;; sm+1 + 1. 
(II) In the case k=2m+1 (m;?;2), it follows that w=[(k-2)/2]=m-1 and 
(et,e2, ... ,ek-2)EE0o(k,s) if and only if O:=;;et.e2, ... ,em-1:=;;s-1 and em=em+1= 
· · · = ek-2 = 0. Let K be a set of flats in PG(2m + 1, s) given by (3.1) and let H be a 
hyperplane in PG(2m + 1, s) defined by 
H ={(c): hTc = 0 over GF(s), ce V(2m +2; s}} (3.2) 
for a vector hT=(O,O, ... ,O, 1) in V(2m+2;s). Then H consists of v2m+1 points in 
PG(2m + 1, s) whose last components are all zero. 
Let uJIL) (1 :=;; j :=;; s -1, 1 :=;; IL :=;; m -1) be any JL-flat in H n v},.+1) and let .K = 
{vt>: j = 1, 2, ... , s -1, 11- = 1, 2, ... , m -1} where OJ,.> denotes the 11--flat in 
PG(2m, s) which is obtained from the JL-flat U},.) in PG(2m + 1, s) by deleting the last 
component from all points in U},.). Then .K is a desired set for the case e1 = e2 = · · · = 
em-1 = S -1 and em = em+1 = ' ' '= e2m-1 = 0 Since the last COmponent Of any point in 
U),.) (1 :=;;j :=;; s -1, 1 :=;; 11- :=;; m -1) is zero. This completes the proof. 
LEMMA 3.3. For any ordered set (eio e2, ... , ek-2) in E01(k, s), there exists a set Kin 
g;(o, et. ... , ek-2; k, s) such that max{r/i(K): 1 :=;;j:=;;vd= 1 where k ;?:4, 
PROOF 
(I} In the case k =2m+ 2 (m;?; 1}, it follows that w = [(k- 2)/2] = m and (et. e2, ... , 
ek-2) e E01(k, s) if and only if e, = 1, 0 :=;; et. e2, ... , Bk-r-2 :=;; s -1 for some integer r such 
that m + 1 :=;; r :=;;2m and ei = 0 for any other integer j. Hence it is sufficient to show that 
Lemma 3.3.holds for the case e, = 1, e1 = e2 = · · · = Bk-r-2 = s -1 and ei = 0 for any other 
integer j. Let e = r - m. Then 1 :=;; e :=;; m and k - r - 2 = m -e. 
In the case e = m (i.e. e2m = 1 and e1 = e2 = · · · = e2m-1 = 0), let H1 be any hyperplane 
in PG(2m + 1, s) and let K = {H1}. Then K is a desired set. 
In the case 1 :=;; e < m (i.e. r = m + e ; m + 1 :=;; r < 2m), let { Wf : i = 1, 2, ... , s m+ 1 + 1} 
be an m-spread in PG(2m + 1, s) and let Vf be any (m -e)-flat in PG(2m + 1, s) such 
that Vf c Wf. Let W; and V1 be the dual space of Wf and Vf in PG(2m + 1, s), 
respectively (cf. Definition 1.1 in Appendix I). Since dim(Wf EB Wf} =2m+ 1, Wt n 
Wj = 0 (i ;t. j), Vf c Wf and dim( Vf EB Wf) =2m + 1- e for I= 2, 3, ... , s m+1 + 1, it 
follows from Definitions 1.1 and 1.2 that {W;: i = 1, 2, ... , sm+1+ 1} is an m-spread in 
PG(2m + 1, s) and V1 is an (m +e)-flat in PG(2m + 1, s) such that W1 c V1 anddim(V1 n 
"'!)=e-1 for /=2,3, ... ,sm+1+1 where "dim(W)=JL" means that W is a 11--flat. 
Hencethereexistsan (m -e)-flatRtin Wr such that V1 nR1 = 0 for/= 2, 3, ... , sm+1+ 1. 
Let v}IL) (1 :=;;j :=;;s -1, 1 :=;;/L :=;;m-e) be any JL-flat in R(,.-1)(s-l)+j+1 and let 
K={V1}+{V},.) :j = 1, 2, ... , s -1, 1L = 1, 2, ... , m-e}. (3.3) 
Then K is a desired set since IKI=(m-e)(s-1)+1:=;;sm+1+1 for any integer m;?;1 
and U1 n U2 = 0 for any two flats U1 and U2 inK. 
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(II) In the case k =2m+ 1 (m ~ 2), it follows that w = [(k- 2)/2] = m -1 and 
(et, e2, ... , ek-2) E Eo1(k, s) if and only if e, = 1, O,;s; et. e2, ... , ek-r-2,;;; s -1 for some 
integer r such that m ,;;; r,;;; 2m -1 and ei = 0 for any other integer j. Let e = r- m. Then 
0,;;; e ,;;; m - 1 and k - r - 2 = m - e - 1. 
In the case 1,;;; e,;;; m -1, let }( be a set of fiats in PG(2m + 1, s) given by (3.3) and 
let H be the hyperplane in PG(2m + 1, s) defined by (3.2). Since we can assume without 
loss of generality that h c Vt c Wt in (I), it follows that H => V1 => W1. Let U~"'> 
(1 ,;;;j ,;;;s -1, 1,;;; 1-1-,;;; m-e -1) be any wfiat in H n V~"'+1> and let .H = 
{\\}+{U~"'>: j = 1, 2, ... , s -1,1-1- = 1, 2, ... , m-e -1}. Then .His a desired set for the 
case e, = 1, e 1 = e2 = · · · = ek-r-2 = s -1 and ei = 0 for any other integer j where 
r = m + e and 1 ,;;; e ,;;; m - 1. 
In the case e=O (i.e. em=1, O,;s;et. e2, ... ,em-1,;;;s-1 and em+1=em+2=···= 
e2m-1 = 0), let U~"'> (1,;;; j,;;; s -1, 1,;;; 1-1- ,;;; m -1) be any ~-t-fiat in H n W<"'-1Hs-1l+i+1 
andletK={W1}+{U~"'>: j = 1, 2, ... , s -1,1-1- = 1, 2, ... , m -1}where{Wi: i = 1, 2, ... , 
s m + 1 + 1} is an m-spread in PG (2m + 1, s) such that W 1 c H. Then }( is a desired set for 
the case em= 1, e1 = e2 = ... = em-1 = s -1 and em+1 = em+2 = ... = e2m-1 = 0. This 
completes the proof. 
From the above lemmas and the remarks in Section 2, it follows that Theorem 2.3 
holds for the case t = 0. 
CoROLLARY 3.1. Let k, d and s be any integers such that k ~ 3 and d ~ 1. If 
O,;s;Oo,;s;s-1, (s-1-8t.s-1-fh, ... ,s-1-8k-2)EEo(k,s) and Ok-1~0. there exists 
an (n, k, d; s )-code which attains a lower bound 
n ~ k + 8ov1 + fhv2 + · · · + 8k-1vk. (3.4) 
where (}js are integers given by (1.1) and Vi= (si -1)/(s -1) fori= 1, 2, ... , k. 
REMARK 3.1. The lower bound (3.4) for n is essentially due to G. Solomon and 
J. J. Stiffler [7]. 
REMARK 3.2. With respect to a necessary and sufficient condition for an ordered set 
(et. e2, ... , ek-2) in E(k, s) that (et, e2, ... , ek-2) E Eo(k, s ), see (I) and (II) in the proofs 
of Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3. 
ExAMPLE 3.1. Consider the case k = 8, d = 105 and s = 2. Since (80 , Ot. ... , fh) = 
(0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0) and (e 0 , et, ... , e6 ) = (1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0) in this case, it follows from 
Corollary 3.1 and (1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0) E E 0 (8, 2) (cf. (I) in the proof of Lemma 3.3) that there 
exists an (n, 8, 105; 2)-code which attains the lower bound (3.4) (i.e. n = 213). Using 
the method in [5] (cf. [5, Theorems 2.1, 3.1 and Lemma 4.1]) and the constructive 
method of}( in Lemma 3.3, we can construct such an optimal linear code. 
EXAMPLE 3.2. Consider the case k = 6, s = 3 and (80 , Ot. ... , 84) = (1, 0, 0, 2, 2) 
(i.e. (e 0 , et. ... , e4 ) = (1, 2, 2, 0, 0)). Since (80 , Ot. ... , 84 ; 85) = (1, 0, 0, 2, 2; 0), 
(1, 0, 0, 2, 2; 1), (1, 0, 0, 2, 2; 2), ... according to whether d = 218, 461, 704, ... , it 
follows from Corollary 3.1 and (2, 2, 0, 0) E E 0 (6, 3) (cf. (I) in the proof of Lemma 3.2) 
that there exists an (n, 6, d; 3)-code which attains the lower bound (3.4) ford= 218, 
461,704, .... 
ExAMPLE 3.3. In the case where k =2m + 2 (m ~ 1), 0,;;; 80 , (/t, ... , Om,;;; s -1 and 
8m+1 = 8m+2 = · · · = 82m = s -1, it follows from Corollary 3.1 and (I) in the proof of 
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Lemma 3.2 that there exists an (n, 2m +2, d; s)-code which attains the lower bound 
(3.4) for any integer 82m+1;a.O where dis an integer given by (1.1). 
4. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 2.3 FOR THE CASE t = 1 
In the case t = 1, Et(k, s) is a set of ordered sets (eh 82, ... , 8k-2) in E(k, s) such that 
either (a) L~_:; e; ,-;; 2 or (b) L~_:; 8;;;;. 3 and {3_1 + {h + {33 ,-;; 2k- 3 for the first three integers 
{31. {3 2 and {33 in the series (2.5). Hence L~_:;+ 1 8; = 0, 1 or 2 if (81, 82, ... , Bk-2) E E1(k, s) 
where T = [(2k- 3)/3]. 
Let E 10(k, s) be a set of ordered sets (8 1o 82, ... , 8k-2) in E (k, s)- Eo(k, s) such that 
~k-2 . ) (k ) f 
.:...i=T+1 8; = 0 and 0,-;;81> 82, ... , 8T ,-;;s -1 (1.e. /33,-;;{32,-;;{31 ,-;;T . Let £11 , s be a set o 
ordered sets (81> 82, ... , 8k-2) in E(k, s)- E 0(k, s) such that (i) L~_:;+1 8; = 1 (i.e. 8, = 1; 
{31 = r) and (ii) either (a) there exists a pair of integers f and g (f + g + r = 2k - 3 and 
f<g ,-;;T; {32=g and {33,-;;f) such that 0,-;;81> 82, ... , 81 ,-;;s -1,88 = 1 and 8j =0 for any 
integer j (f < j',;; T and j ¥g) or (b) there exists an integer g (2g + r ,-;; 2k - 3 and g ,-;; T; 
{32 ={33 =g) such that 0,-;;81> 82, ... , 8g-1 ,-;;s -1, 2,-;;88 ,-;;s -1 (i.e. s ;;;.3) and 8i = 0 for 
any integer j (g<j,-;;T). Let E12(k,s) be a set of ordered sets (8!.82, ... ,8k-2) in 
E(k, s)-Eo(k, s)such that (i) L~,:-;+1 e; = 2 (i.e. 8, = 2or 8,1 = 8,2 = 1; {31 ={32 =r or{31 =r1 
and {32 = r2) and (ii) 0,-;;81> 82, ... , 8h ,-;;s -1 and 8h+1 = Bh+2 = · · · = 8T = 0 (i.e. {33,-;;h) 
where h = 2k - 3-2r or 2k -3- r1 - r2 and T + 1 ,-;; r2 < r1 ,-;; k -2. Then we have the 
following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.1. An ordered set (81> 82, ... , 8k-2) in E(k, s) belongs to E1(k, s)-Eo(k, s) 
if and only if it belongs to either E 10(k, s ), E 11 (k, s) orE 12 (k, s). 
LEMMA 4.2. For any integer m ;;:.1, there exists a set of (2m+ 1)-fiats Y1 (I= 
1, 2, ... , sm+1 + 1) in PG(3m + 2, s) such that Y; 11 Yj 11 Yk = 0 for any integers i, j and 
k such that 1 ,-;; i <j < k ,-;; sm+1 + 1. 
PROOF. Let a be a primitive element of GF(s 3 m+3) and let 
wt ={(ai), (a9+i), (a29+i), ... ' (a(w-1)9+i)} 
for i = 0, 1, ... , 8-1 where w = (sm+1-1)/(s -1) and 8 = (s 3 m+3 -1)/(sm+1-1). Then 
it follows from Theorem !.1 in Appendix I that {Wf: i = 0, 1, ... , 8 -1} is an m-spread 
in PG(3m +2, s). Since (a 9)'"'+'-1 = a•'"'+'-1 = 1, a 19 is an element of GF(sm+l) for 
I= 0, 1, ... , w -1. Hence each m-ftat Wf (0 ,-;; i < 8) can be regarded as a point (a;) in 
PG(2, sm+1). Since there are q + 1 points in PG(2, q) in which no three points are linearly 
dependent upon GF(q) for any prime power q, there exist q + 1 m-flats Yf (l = 
1, 2, ... , q + 1) in {Wf: i = 0, 1, ... , 8 -1} such that no three points Yt, Yj and Yt 
(1 ,-;; i <j < k ,-;; q + 1) in PG(2, q) are linearly dependent upon GF(q) (i.e. dim( Yt EB 
Yj EB Yt) =3m +2) where q = sm+1. Let Y1 (l = 1, 2, ... , sm+1 + 1) be the dual space of 
Yf in PG(3m +2, s). Then {Y1: I= 1, 2, ... , sm+1 + 1} is a desired set. 
REMARK 4.1. dim(Wt EB Wj EB wt) =2m+ 1 or 3m+ 2 (i.e. wt c wt EB Wj or 
(Wf EB Wj) 11 Wt = 0) according as there exist two elements a and b in PG(sm+1) 
such that aa; +bai =ak or not. 
REMARK 4.2. If (8!.B 2, ... ,8k-2)EE(k,s)-E0(k,s), it follows from Theorem 2.2 
that max{71i(.N'): 1 ,-;;j,-;;vk};a.2 for any set.N' in g;(o, 81. ... , 8k-2; k, s). 
PROPOSITION 4.1. For any ordered set (81> 82, ... , 8k-2) in E 10(k, s), there exists a set 
Kin g;(o, 81> ... , 8k-2; k, s) such that max{71i(.N'): 1 ,-;;j,-;;vk}=2 where k ;;;.4. 
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PROOF 
(I) In the case k =3m+ 3 (m ;;.:1), it follows that T = [(2k- 3)/3] =2m+ 1 and 
(elt e2, ... , Ek-2) E E10(k, s) if and only if 0,;;; e1. e2, ... , E2m+l,;;; s -1 and E2m+2 = 
e2m+J = · · · = e3m+l = 0. Hence it is sufficient to show that Proposition 4.1 holds for the 
case E1 = E2 =' ' '= E2m+l = S -1 and E2m+2 = E2m+3 =' ' '= E3m+l = 0. 
Let Y; (i = 1, 2, ... , sm+t + 1) be (2m+ 1)-flats in PG(3m +2, s) given in Lemma 4.2 
and let V~"'> (1.;; j,;;; s -1, 1.;; IL,;;; 2m+ 1) be any ~J--flat in Y<"'-t><s-ll+i and let 
.K = {V~"'): j = 1, 2, ... , s -1, 1L = 1, 2, ... , 2m+ 1}. (4.1) 
Then .K is a desired set since I.KI =(2m+ 1)(s -1),;;; sm+l + 1 for any integer m ;;.:1 and 
Ut n U2 n U3 = 0 for any three flats U1. U2 and U3 in .K. 
(II) In the case k =3m+ 2 (m ;;.:1), it follows that T =2m and (et, e2, ... , Ek-2) E 
E10(k, s) if and only if 0,;;; e1. e2, ... , E2m,;;; s -1 and e2m+l = E2m+2 = · · · = E3m = 0. Let 
.K be a set of flats in PG(3m +2, s) given by (4.1) and let H be a hyperplane in 
PG(3m+2,s) given by (II.l) in Appendix II. Let U~"'> (1:s;;j:s;;s-1, 1:s;;IL:s;;2m) be 
any ~J--flat in H n V~"'+t) and let .K = {li}"'>: j = 1, 2, ... , s -1, IL = 1, 2, ... , 2m}. Then 
Kisadesiredsetforthecasee1 = e2 = · · · = e2m =s -1 ande2m+t = e2m+2 = · · · = e 3m =0. 
(III) In the case k =3m+ 1 (m ;;.:1), it follows that T =2m -1 and (e1. e2, ... , ek_2) E 
ElO(k, s) if and only if 0,;;; El, E2, ... ' E2m-1,;;; s -1 and E2m = E2m+l = ... = E3m-1 = 0. Let 
.K be a set of flats in PG(3m +2, s) given by (4.1) and let G be a 3m-flat in PG(3m +2, s) 
given by (11.2) in Appendix II. Let U}"'> (1:s;;j:s;;s-1, 1:s;;IL:s;;2m-1) be any ~J--flat 
· a v<"'+2> d 1 .K. - {u" <"'> · ·- 1 2 1 - 1 2 2 1} h • <"'> m n i an et - i . 1- , , ... , s- , IL- , , ... , m- w ere Ui 
denotes the wflat in PG(3m, s) which is obtained from the wflat U~ .... > in PG(3m +2, s) 
by deleting the last two components from all points in U~ .... >. Then .K is a desired set for 
the case Et = e2 = · · · = E2m-t = s -1 and e2m = E2m+t = · · · = e 3m-t = 0. This completes 
the proof. · 
The proof of the following lemma will be given in Appendix II. 
LEMMA 4.3. For any integers e1 and e2 such that 1.;; e1,;;; m and 0.;;; e2,;;; et/2, there 
exists a set of one (2m+ 1 +et)-flat V1. one (2m+ 1-e2)-flat R2, p (2m+ 1-et +e2)-flats 
Ri (j == 3, 4, ... , p +2) and sm+1-1-p (2m+ 1-e1)-flats T1 (l = 1, 2, ... , sm+1 -1-p) 
in PG(3m + 2, s) such that the intersection of any three flats in the set is empty, where p 
is any integer such that 0,;;; p ,;;; s 'TT and 1r = [et/2]. 
REMARK 4.3. In Lemma 4.3, we can assume without loss of generality that (i) Vt = H 
in the case e 1 = m and (ii) V 1 c G c H in the case 1.;; e 1,;;; m -1 where H and G are a 
hyperplane and a 3m-flat in PG(3m +2, s) given by (11.1) and (11.2) in Appendix II, 
respectively. (Cf. the proof of Lemma Il.1 in Appendix II.) 
PROPOSITION 4.2. For any ordered set (e1. e2, ... , ek-2) in En(k, s), there exists a set 
.Kin .'F(O, e1. ... , Ek-2; k, s) such that max{7Ji(.K): 1:s;;j :s;;vd=2 where k ;;.4, 
PROOF 
(I) In the case k =3m + 3, it is sufficient to show that Proposition 4.2 holds for the 
following two cases. 
(i) In the case where Et = e2 = · · · = E2m+t-e1 +e2 = s -1, E2m+t-e2 = E2m+l+e 1 = 1 for 
some integers e 1 and e2 (1,;;; e 1,;;; m and 0,;;; e2 < et/2) and ei = 0 for any other 
integerj (i.e.Pt = r =2m+ 1 +e1.P2 = g =2m+ 1-e2andp3 = f= 2m+ 1-e1 +e2), 
let V~ .... > (1.;; j,;;; s -1, 2m + 2- e1,;;; IL ,;;; 2m+ 1- e1 + e2 and e2 ~ 0) be any ~J--flat 
in R<"'-Cl<s-t)+i+2 ((=2m+ 2- et) and let V~"'> (1.;; j,;;; s -1, 1.;; IL ,;;; 2m+ 1-et) 
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be any ~-flat in Tcjl.-1>cs-1)+i and let 
where Vt. R,-s and Jjs are flats in PG(3m+2,s) given in Lemma 4.3 and g= 
2m+ 1- e1 + e2. Then .K is a desired set, since p = e2(s -1),;; 1r(s -1),;; s.,. and 
j.Kj=(2m+1-e1+e2)(s-1)+2:s;;2m(s-1)+2:s;;sm+1+1 for any integer m;;;.1 
where 7T = [et/2]. 
(ii) In the case where s;;;. 3, e1 = s 2 = · · · = e2m+1-e2 = s -1, e2m+l+e1 = 1 for some 
integers e1 and e2 (1,;; e1,;; m and e1 = 2e2) and ei = 0 for any other integer j (i.e. 
{31 = r =2m+ 1 +e1 and /32 ={33 = g =2m+ 1-e2), let v}jJ.) (1 =s;;j =s;;s -1, 2m +2-
e1,;; ~ ,;; 2m + 1-e2) be any ~-flat in Rc1L-CHs-1)+j+1 ((=2m+ 2- e1) and let v}jJ.) 
(1,;; j,;; s -1, 1,;; ~ ,;; 2m + 1-e1) be any ~-flat in Tc1L-1Hs-O+i and let 
.K = {V1}+{V}1Ll: j = 1, 2, ... , s -1, ~ = 1, 2, ... , g} 
where g =2m + 1- e2• Then .K is a desired set. 
(II) In the case k =3m +2, let (et. s 2, ... , e3m) be any ordered set in En(3m +2, s) 
and let us denote by r the greatest integer in D where D = ~: e jJ. ¥- 0, 1 ,;; ~ ,;; 3m}. Then 
2m+ 1,;; r,;; 3m, e, = 1 and C2m+1 = C2m+2 = ... = er-1 = er+1 = ... = C3m = 0. Let 
sf =0, e~ =e,-1+1, (4.2) 
fori= 1, 2, ... , r-2, r+1, r+2, ... , 3m. 
(a) In the case 2m+2:s;;r:s;;3m, it follows that (ef,e!, ... ,sfm+dEEn(3m+3,s) 
since s ~ = 1 (i.e. s,_1 = 0). Hence there exists a set .K* in .'F(O, e t, ... , s rm+1; 3m+ 
3, s) such that max{T/i(.K*): 1,;; j,;; Vk} = 2. 
(b) In the case r =2m+ 1, it follows that s!m+2 = s!m+3 = · · · = srm+1 = 0 and s!m+1 = 
s or 1,;; s!m+1 ,;; s -1 according to whether or not s 2m = s -1. Using a similar 
method in Proposition 4.1, we can show that there exists a set .K* in 
.'F(O,ef, ... ,dm+1;3m+3,s) such that max{T/i(.K*): 1=s;;j=s;;vk}=2 even if 
e!m+1 = s. 
Let H be the hyperplane in PG(3m +2, s) given by (11.1) in Appendix II and let U~jl.> 
(1=s;;i=s;;sjl., ~ED-{r}) be any ~-flat in HnV~jJ.+ 1 > and let .K={Vt}+{U~IL>:i= 
1, 2, ... , elL, ~ED -{r}} where V1 and V~jl.+l>s are an r-flat and (~ + 1)-flats in .K* of 
(a) or (b). Then .K is a desired set. Note that V1 c H, i.e. the last component of any 
point in V1 is zero (cf. Remark 4.3). 
(III) In the case k =3m+ 1, we can construct a set.K in .'F(O, et. ... , e3m-1; 3m+ 1, s) 
such that max{T/i(.K): 1 =s;;j,;; vk} = 2 for any ordered set (et. s 2, ... , e3m-1) in E 11(3m + 
1, s) from a set of flats in PG(3m + 1, s) using a similar method in (II). This completes 
the proof. 
The proof of the following lemma will be given in Appendix III. 
LEMMA 4.4. For any integers e1 and e2 such that 1,;; eh e2,;; m, there exists a set of 
one (2m+1+et)-flat Vt. one (2m+1+e2)-flat V 2 and sm+1-1 (2m+1-e1-e2)-flats 
Ki (j = 3, 4, ... , sm+1 + 1) in PG(3m +2, s) such that the intersection of any three flats in 
the set is empty. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. For any ordered set (et. s 2, ... , ek-2) in E 12(k, s), there exists a set 
.Kin .'F(O, et. ... , Ek-2; k, s) such that max{T/i(.K): 1 =s;;j=s;;vk}=2 where k ;;;.4. 
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PROOF 
(I) In the case k =3m + 3, it is sufficient to show that Proposition 4.3 holds for the 
CaSe E1 = Ez ='' '= Eh = S -1, E2m+1+e 1 = E2m+1+e2 = 1 (1 :s;;e1 <ez :s;; m) Or E2m+1+e 1 = 2 
(e1 = e2) and e; = 0 for any other integer i where h =2m + 1-e1- e2 • 
Let Vj~-'l (1:s;;j:s;;s-1, 1:s;;M:s;;h) be any M-flat in K<,...-1Hs-1l+i+2 and let K= 
{Vt. V2}+{V]""l: j = 1, 2, ... , s -1, M = 1, 2, ... , h} where Vt. V2 and Kis are flats in 
PG(3m +2, s) given in Lemma 4.4. Then K is a desired set. 
(II) In the case k =3m+ 2, it is sufficient to show that Proposition 4.3 holds for the 
following two cases. 
(i) In the case where s~3, e,=2, e1=e2=· · ·=eh=s-1 and ei=O for any other 
integer j (h=2k-3-2r and 2m+1:s;;r:s;;3m), let d=O, e~=1, e~+ 1 =1 and 
e 1+1 = e; fori= 1, 2, ... , r- 2, r + 1, r + 2, ... , 3m. Then it is easy to see that there 
existsaset.H* in.o/'(0, d, ... , dm+1; 3m +3, s)suchthatmax{'T/i(.H*): 1 :s;;j :s;; vd= 
2. Let V1 = vrl and Vz =H n vr+1l and let Uj""l (1 :s;;j :s;; s -1, 1 :s;; M :s;; h) be any 
ft . H v<,...+ll d 1 {!' {V- V- } {U- <11-l . 1 2 1 M- at m n i an et .;y = t. 2 + i : 1 = , , ... , s - , M = 
1, 2, ... , h} where Vj""ls are M-flats inK*. Then K is a desired set. Note that 
Er-1 = 0 in this case and vr) is an r-ftat inK* such that vr) c H and H n vr+l) 
is an r-ftat in H. 
(ii) In the case where e,1 = e,2 = 1, E1 = Ez = · · · = Eh = s -1 and Ej = 0 for any other 
integer j (h = 2k-3- r1- r2 and 2m + 1 :s;; r2 < r1 :s;; 3m), we can construct a desired 
set Kin .:1'(0, e 1. ..• , e3m; 3m + 2, s) using a similar method to that in (i). 
(III) In the case k =3m+ 1, we can obtain a desired set Kin .:1'(0, Et. ... , e 3m_1; 3m+ 
1, s) using a similar method to that in (II). This completes the proof. 
From the above propositions and the remarks in Section 2, it follows that Theorem 
2.3 holds for the case t = 1. We can easily generalize our results to the case t ~ 2. But 
it is very complicated to investigate completely whether or not Theorem 2.3 holds for 
each integer t (2 :s;; t :s;; k- 2). 
CoROLLARY 4.1. Let k, d and s be any integers such that k ~ 3 and d ~ 1. If 
O:s;;80 :s;;s-1, (s-1-8t. s-1-8z, ... , s-1-8k-z)EE1(k,s)-Eo(k,s) and 8k-1~1, 
there exists an (n, k, d; s )-code which attains the lower bound (3 .4 ). 
REMARK 4.4. In the case where 0 :s;; 80 :s;; s - 1 and (s - 1- 81. s - 1 - f}z, ... , s - 1-
8k_2) E E 1(k, s)-E 0 (k, s ), we can construct a solution of Problem B (i.e. Problem A) 
using Theorem 2.1 if 8k- 1 ~ 1, but we can not construct a solution of Problem B using 
Theorem 2.1 if 8k-1 = 0. Note that Eo(k, s) cE1(k, s) c · · · cEk-z(k, s) =E(k, s). 
ExAMPLE 4.1. In the case where k = 8, s = 2 and (80 , 8t. .. . , 86) = (0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0) 
(i.e. (eo, Et..,,, E6) = (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1)), it follows that (et. Ez, • •• , E6) e Eo(8, 2) but 
(et. e2, ... , e6) E E 1(8, 2). Since (80 , 8t. ... , 86 ; 87) = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0; 0), (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 
0; 1), (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0; 2), ... according to whether d = 33, 161, 289, ... , it follows 
from Corollary 4.1 that there exists an (n, 8, d; 2)-code which attains the lower bound 
(3.4) ford= 161, 289, .... Using the method in [5] and the constructive method of K 
in Proposition 4.2, we can construct such an optimal linear code. 
EXAMPLE 4.2. In the case where k =3m+ 3 (m ~ 1), 0 :s;; 80 , 8t. ... , 82m+1 :s;; s -1 
and 82m+z = 82m+J = · · · = 83 m+1 = s -1, it follows from Corollary 4.1 and (I) in the proof 
of Proposition 4.1 that there exists an (n, 3m+ 3, d; s )-code which attains the lower 
bound (3.4) for any integer 83 m+z ~ 1 where d is an integer given by (1.1). (Cf. (I), (II) 
and (III) in the proofs of Propositions 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 for further details.) 
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APPENDIX I. A ~-FLAT AND A ~-SPREAD IN PG(t, s) 
A finite projective geometry PG(t, s) of t dimensions (t ~ 2) can be defined as a set 
of points satisfying the following conditions: 
(a) A point in PG(t, s) is represented by (v) where vis a non-zero element of GF(sr+1). 
(b) Two points (vt) and (v2) represent the same point when and only when there exists 
a non-zero element u of GF(s) such that 111 = uv2. 
(c) A ~-flat, 0,;;:; ~ ,;;:; t, in PG(t, s) is defined as a set of points 
{(aovo+atllt + · · · +a,..v,..): · · ·} 
where a;S run independently over the elements of GF(s) and are not all simul-
taneously zero and v0 , Vt. ••• , v,.. (called a generator of the ~-flat) are linearly 
independent elements of GF(sr+l) over the coefficient field GF(s). Hence there 
are (sr+1 -1)/(s -1) points in PG(t, s) and each ~-flat consists of (s,..+1 -1)/(s -1) 
points in PG(t, s). In the special case~= t -1, a (t -1)-flat in PG(t, s) is called a 
hyperplane. A t-flat in PG (t, s) is a set of all points in PG (t, s) and a ( -1)-flat is 
an empty set 0. Note that the intersection of any two flats is also a flat. 
Since every non-zero element of GF(sr+l) may be represented either as a power of 
the primitive element a or as a polynomial in a, of degree at most t, with coefficients 
from GF(s) (cf. [3]), every point in PG(t, s) can be expressed by using either a power 
of the primitive element a or a vector of V(t + 1; s) and a ~-flat W (0,;;:; ~ < t) may be 
defined as a set 
W ={(c): Ac = 0 over GF(s), cE V(t + 1; s)} (I.l) 
using a (t- ~) x (t + 1) matrix A whose entries are elements of GF(s) and whose rank 
over GF (s) is equal to t - ~· 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let W be a ~-flat (O:,;;;~<t) in PG(t,s) defined by (1.1). The 
(t- ~ -1)-flat W* generated by t-~ column vectors of AT is said to be the dual space 
of Win PG(t, s). In the special case W = 0 (i.e.~= -1), the dual space of Win PG(t, s) 
is at-flat and the dual space of at-flat Win PG(t, s) is an empty set. 
DEFINITION 1.2. A set n of ~-flats (0<~ <t) in PG(t, s) is said to be a ~-spread in 
PG(t, s) if every point in PG(t, s) is contained in exactly one ~-flat of the set n (cf. [4]). 
That is, a wspread in PG (t, s) is a partition of all points in PG (t, s) by ~-flats. 
DEFINITION 1.3. The minimum flat which contains r flats V; (i = 1, 2, · · ·, r) in 
PG(t,s) is denoted by VtEflV2Efl· · ·EBV, where r~2. In the special case where r=2 
and V1 and V 2 are a ~-flat and a v-flat in PG(t, s ), respectively, such that V1 n V 2 = 0, 
vl EEl v2 is a(~+ II+ 1)-flat in PG(t, s ). 
The following theorem (cf. [ 4, 8]) plays an important role in constructing a set ~ 
which satisfies the condition in Theorem 2.3. 
THEOREM 1.1 
(i) There exists a wspread in PG(t, s) if and only if t + 1 is a multiple of~+ 1. 
(ii) Lett and~ (1,;;:; ~ < t) be any positive integers such that t + 1 is a multiple of~+ 1 
and let 
W; ={(a\ (a O+i), (a 211+i), ... , (a (w-l)ll+i)} (1.2) 
fori= 0, 1, ... , fJ -1 where w = (s,..+1 -1)/(s -1), fJ = (sr+ 1 -1)/(s,..+1 -1) and a is 
a primitive element of GF(st+1). Then {W;: i = 0, 1, ... , fJ -1} is a wspread in 
PG(t, s). 
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REMARK 1.1. Let {W;: i = 1, 2, ... , g} be any J,t-spread in PG(t, s) and let f be any 
linearmappingfromPG(t, s)ontoPG(t, s). Then{f(W;): i = 1, 2, ... , g}isalsoaJ,t-spread 
in PG(t, s). 
REMARK 1.2. There exist a J,t-flat V and a v-flat Win PG(t, s) such that V n W = 0 
if and only if JL + v + 1 :o;;; t. 
REMARK 1.3 
(i) Let W1 and W2 be two flats in PG(t, s) and let wr be the dual space of W; in 
PG(t, s). Then W1 c W2 if and only if Wf => W!. 
(ii) Let V; (i = 1, 2, ... , r) be flats in PG(t, s) and let V1 be the dual space of V; in 
PG(t, s) where r ~ 2. Then the dual space of n:=1 V; is Vf E9 V! E9 · · · E9 V~. 
Hence n: = 1 V; = 0 if and only if dim( Vf E9 · · · E9 V~) = t. 
APPENDIX II. THE PROOF OF LEMMA 4.3 
In order to prove Lemma 4.3, we shall prepare two lemmas. Let 
H ={(c): bTc = 0 over GF(s), cE V(3m + 3; s)} 
and 
G ={(c): bTc= bic= 0 over GF(s), cE V(3m +3; s)} 
(11.1) 
(11.2) 
where bT = (0, 0, ... , 0, 0, 1) and bi = (0, 0, ... , 0, 1, 0). Then H is a hyperplane in 
PG(3m +2, s) such that the last component of any point in His zero and G is a 3m-flat 
in PG(3m +2, s) such that the last two components of any pointinG are zero. 
LEMMA 11.1. For any integers m and e 1 such that m ~ 1 and 0 :o;;; e 1 :o;;; m, there exist 
one (2m+ 1 + e1)-flat V 1 and sm+1 + 1 (2m+ 1)-.flats Y; (i = 1, 2, ... , sm+1 + 1) in 
PG(3m +2, s) such that (a) dim(Y" n Y 13 ) = m and Y" n Y 13 n Y-y = 0 for any distinct 
integers a, {3, 'Y (1 :o;;;a, {3, 'Y :o;;;sm+1 + 1) and (b) dim(V1 n Y 13 ) = m +e1 and dim(V1 n Y 13 n 
Yy)=e1-1 for any distinct integers {3 and 'Y (2:o;;;{3, y:o;;;sm+1+1) and (c) Y 1c V 1cH, 
dim(H n Yi) =2m and dim(G n Yj) =2m -1 for j = 2, 3, ... , sm+1 + 1. 
PROOF. Let Y1 {l=1,2, ... ,sm+1+1) be m-flats in PG(3m+2,s) defined in the 
proof of Lemma 4.2 such that dim(Yt E9 Y1) =2m+ 1 (i.e. Y1 n Y1 = 0) and 
dim( Yt E9 Yf E9 Yt) =3m+ 2 for any distinct integers i, j and k (1 :o;;; i, j, k :o;;; sm+1 + 1). 
We can assume without loss of generality (cf. Remark 1.1) that Yf contains two points 
b1 and b2 (i.e. b1 ESb2 c Yf). Let Vf be any (m -e1)-flat in PG(3m +2, s) such that 
b1 c Vf c Yf or b1 ESb2 c Vf c Yf according to whether e1 = m or 0 :o;;; e1 :o;;; m -1 and 
let V1 and Yi (1:o;;;j:o;;;sm+1 +1) be the dual spaces of Vf and Yf in PG(3m+2,s), 
respectively. Then V1 and ~-s are a (2m + 1 + e1)-flat and (2m+ 1)-flats in PG(3m + 2, s ), 
respectively, which satisfy the three conditions (a), (b) and (c) in Lemma 11.1. This 
completes the proof. 
LEMMA 11.2. Let m, e1 and e2 be any integers such that m ~ 2, 2 :o;;; e1 :o;;; m and 
0 :o;;; e2 :o;;; [et/2]. Then there exists a set of one (2m+ 1 + e1)-flat Vt. one (2m+ 1-e2)-flat 
R 2 and s'" (2m+1-e 1 +e2)-flats Ri (j=3,4, ... ,s'"+2) in PG(3m+2,s) such that 
V 1nR13 nR-y = 0 andR" nR13 nR-y = 0 foranydistinctintegersa,{3andy (2:o;;;a,{3, y:o;;; 
s'" + 2) where 1r = [et/2]. 
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PRooF. In order to show that Lemma II.2 holds, it is sufficient to show that there 
exists a set of one (m -et)-fl.at Vf, one (m +ez)-flat R~ and s1T (m +e1-ez)-flats Rj 
(j = 3, 4, ... , s1T +2) in PG(3m +2, s) such that 
dim(Vf EBR: EBR~) =3m +2 and dim(R! EBR: EBR~) =3m +2 (II.3) 
for any distinct integers a, {3 andy (cf. Remark 1.3). 
Let Vf and Yf (l = 1, 2, ... , sm+t + 1) be an (m -e1)-flat and m-flats inPG(3m +2, s) 
such that Vf c Yf, Yf n Yj = 0 and dim( Yf EB Yj EB Yt) =3m+ 2 for any distinct 
integers i, j and k. 
(a) In the case e1 = 27T (1,;;;; 7T,;;;; m/2), there exists a (27T -1)-flat Z 1 in Yf such that 
Z 1 n Vf = 0 (i.e. Z 1 EB Vf = Yt) and there exists a (7T -1)-spread {Zti: j = 
2,3, ... ,s"'+2}inZt. 
In thecaseez = 7T (i.e. e2 = e1 -ez = 7T), letRj = Yj Ef>Zti for j = 2, 3, ... , s1T +2. 
Then Rjs are (m +7T)-flats (i.e. (m +e1-e2)-flats) in PG(3m +2, s) which satisfy 
condition (II.3) since Rj => Yj, Vf EBZ113 EBZt, = Yf and Vf EBR: EBR~ = Yf EB 
Y: EBY~. 
In the case O:;;;e2 <7T (i.e. et-ez>7T), there exist an (e2-l)-fl.at Z!Z(l) and a 
(7T-e2-l)-flat Zd2) in the (7T-l)-flat Z 12 such that Zdl)nZd2)=0 (i.e. 
Zdl)EBZd2) =Zu). Let R~ = Y~ EBZdl) and Rj = Yj EBZ1iEBZ12(2) for j = 
3,4, ... ,s1T+2. Then R~ and Rjs are an (m+e2)-flat and (m+e 1 -e2)-flats in 
PG(3m + 2, s) which satisfy condition (II.3). 
(b) In the case e1 = 27T + 1 (1:;;;; 7T:;;;; (m -1)/2), there exist a (27T -1)-flat Z 1 and one 
point Pin them-flat Yf such that Z 1n Vf = 0 and Vf EBZ1EBP= Yf. Let 
{Zti: j = 2, 3, ... , s1T + 2} be a (7T -1)-spread in Z 1 and let R~ = Y~ EBZ12(1) and 
Rj=YjEBZ1iEBZ12(2)EBP for j=3,4, ... ,s"'+2. Then Vf, R~ and Rjs are 
desired flats. This completes the proof. 
PROOF OF LEMMA 4.3 
(i) In the case e1 = 1, it follows that e2 = 0, 7T = 0 and p = 0 or 1. Let Vf and P be 
an (m -1)-flat and one point in them-flat Yf such that Pe Vf (i.e. Vf EBP = Yf) 
and let R~ = Y~. 
In the case p = 0, let Tj = Yj+ 2 EBP for j = 1, 2, ... , sm+l_l and let Vt. R 2 
and~ (1 :;;;j :;;;sm+l_l) be the dual spaces of Vf, R~ and Tj, respectively. Then 
Vt. R 2 and ~s are desired flats. 
In the case p = 1, let Rf = Yf EBP and Tj = Yj+3 EBP for j = 1, 2, ... , sm+1-2 
and let Vt.Rz,R3and ~ (l:;;;j:;;;sm+t_2)bethedualspacesof Vf,RtRf and 
Tj, respectively. Then Vt. R 2, R 3 and ~s are desired flats. 
(ii) In the case 2:;;;et:;;;m and O:;;;e2 :;;;etf2, let Vf and Yf (l=l,2, ... ,sm+l+l) 
be an (m -et)-flat and m-flats inPG(3m +2, s) such that vt c Yt, Yf n Yj = 0 
and dim( Yf EB Yj EB Yt) =3m + 2 for any distinct integers i, j and k. Then there 
exists an (et -1)-flat Z in Yf such that Z n Vf = 0 (i.e. Z EB Vf = Yf ). Let 
Tf =ZEBYf+p+2 for l=l,2, ... ,sm+l_l-p and let C€*={Vt}+{Rj:j= 
2,3, ... ,p+2}+{Tf:l=l,2, ... ,sm+t_l_p}, where Vf and Rjs are flats 
defined in the proof of Lemma II.2. Then it is easy to see that dim(U1 EB U2EB U 3) = 
3m +2 for any three flats Ut. Uz and U3 in C€*. Hence C€ is a desired set where 
C€ is a set of the dual spaces of all flats in C€*. 
APPENDIX III. THE PROOF OF LEMMA 4.4 
Let Vf and Yj (j = 1, 2, ... , sm+t+ 1) bean (m -e1)-flatandm-flatsinPG(3m +2, s), 
respectively, which are given in the proof of Lemma ILl and let V~ be any (m -e2)-flat 
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in Y~. Let Yi and V1 (l = 1, 2) be the dual spaces of Yj and vt in PG(3m +2, s), 
respectively. Since dim( Y; 11 Yi) = m (i ¥- j) and dim( V1 11 Y13 11 Y'Y) = e1 -1 for any distinct 
integers l, {3 and -y, there exist an (m -e2)-ftat Ei in Y1 11 Yi and an (m -e1)-ftat Fj in 
Y2 11 Yj such that 
E;11(Y111 V2 11 Yi)= 0 and Fj11(V1 11 Y2 11 Yi)= 0 
for j=3,4, ... ,sm+l+l. Let Ki=Eiff)Fj for j=3,4, ... ,sm+l+l. Then Ka (3os;aos; 
sm+l + 1) is a (2m+ 1-e1 -e2)-ftat in Ya such that 
for any distinct integers l, i, j and k since V1 11 Kk = Ek, Ek 11 V2 = 0, V1 11 Ki c Y1 11 Yi> 
Kk c Yk and Y; 11 Yj 11 Yk = 0. This completes the proof. 
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